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February 5, 2019, an email arrived

Dear Dr Grytten,
I am writing from Genome Biology as I have recently seen your co-
author, Lex Nederbragt, discussing on Twitter your preprint entitled
‘Assessing graph-based read mappers ...’ 
As you may have seen, we recently launched a call for papers for 
manuscripts describing methods for analyzing graph genomes
We think your preprint would fit very nicely in the collection
We would be very happy for you to submit it to our article collection, 
guaranteeing peer-review if it is submitted



What is                             ? 

• Short message service (‘microblogging’)
• Limited to 140 280 characters
• Tweets and tweeting

• ‘open access’

• Follow people’s tweets - timeline

Credit due: http://www.slideshare.net/kbradnam/twitter-101-an-introduction-to-twitter#



Getting started on



Step 1 – get an account
NOT necessary!

Since June 2009, 
@lexnederbragt is my twitter ‘handle’



Step 2 – find interesting accounts to follow

I follow @SandveGeir
and get to see his tweets

in my timeline



Step 3 – be followed

@SandveGeir
also follows me



Step 4 – start reading and posting tweets

Following helps filter all tweets



What to do with twitter

Read content

Tweets often 
contain links



What to do with twitter

Write content

Links you insert are 
automatically 
shortened



What to do with twitter

Promote your work



What to do with twitter

Redistribute content

Post to your timeline



What to do with twitter

Or ‘like’ it



What to do with twitter

Communicate



What to do with twitter

Communicate

Me mentioning 
others, who will be 

notified about it



What to do with twitter

Follow conferences
hashtag



What to do with twitter

Follow conferences



What twitter is NOT

Facebook

lengthy discussions

for old news



Who is on twitter

News services



Who is on twitter

Science journals



Who is on twitter

Your colleagues

And more...



Who is on twitter

Your work



What do you find on twitter

News – fast!



What do you find on twitter

Lot’s of noise

http://longtail.typepad.com/the_long_tail/2005/05/isnt_the_long_t.html



What do you find on twitter

Science:
science news

new scientific articles
new blog posts

conference tweeting



What do you find on twitter



What do you find on twitter



What do you find on twitter



What do you find on twitter

Twitter thread



What do you find on twitter



What do I find on twitter

finding out about new articles
finding out about new blog posts

following a conference without being there
news items relevant for my research

networking
announcing new blog posts



Why do I use twitter

Building reputation
Getting updates
Discuss science

Get help



Cool stuff that happened



Cool stuff that happened

@norseqcenter



Cool stuff that happened





Not so cool stuff that might happen

Over-following
Distracting
Addictive

Politics
Harassment



March 30, 2019, an email arrived



March 30, 2019, an email arrived

Kunne du tenkt deg å holde en innføring i Twitter på et tirsdagsmøte?

Jeg kunne godt begynt med en 1-minutt om min totale forvirring

Mer konkret er jeg nysgjerrig på blant annet følgende:

...

..Geir Kjetil



Geir Kjetil's questions

• Apps? Web?

Tweetbot for iOS/Mac



Geir Kjetil's questions

• How to keep track of threads



Geir Kjetil's questions

• Splitting one’s feed into themes?

Twitter lists



Geir Kjetil's questions

• How to contribute to a discussion (customs, referencing, tags)

Reply (by default: reply all)



Geir Kjetil's questions

• How to refer to other people
• How to avoid being seen as spamming others?

Add ‘@username’, be professional



Geir Kjetil's questions

• How to discover relevant content, add comments?
• Who gets this content in their feed?

Follow the right people, check the right hashtags
All followers and those mentioned see content



Geir Kjetil's questions

• Can one be critical?

YES, be professional and constructive



Geir Kjetil's questions

• How to work with the 280 character limitation?

Practice! 
Links count only 23 characters

Mentions don’t count, media don’t count



Geir Kjetil's questions

• What is a good mindset for a ‘tweeter’?

Build an online reputation
• Be professional
• Be to the point
• Be constructive

• Share

My 2nd most popular tweet



Should the Centre for Bioinformatics be on Twitter?


